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The microwave spectrum of the energetically unfavoredg9Gg conformer of ethylene glycol (CH2OHOCH2OH) is reported.
This spectrum is dominated by an interconversion geared-type large-amplitude motion during which each OH group in tur
forms the intramolecular hydrogen bond. The microwave spectrum has been analyzed with the help of a Watson-typ
Hamiltonian plus a 1.4-GHz tunneling splitting. The rotational dependence of this tunneling splitting has been examined usin
an IAM approach and this yielded qualitative information on the tunneling path the molecule uses to interconvert between i
two most stable conformers. Unexpectedly, but in agreement withab initio calculations, when tunneling occurs between the
energetically equivalentg9Gg and gGg9 conformers, the OH groups are rotated stepwise through 240° in the sense of a
flip-flop rather than a concerted rotation and the molecule goes through the more stableg9Ga andaGg9 forms. The electronic
reasons for preferring a long rather than a short rotational path via agGg form are discussed using calculated adiabatic
vibrational modes.© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words:ethylene glycol; microwave; spectrum; conformer; large-amplitude motion; tunneling path;ab initio calculation.
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Ethylene glycol is a member of an interesting class of t
rotor molecules principally capable of establishing diffe
conformers and of performing large-amplitude motions.
coupled rotation around the CC bond and the two CO b
can lead to a complex conformational behavior which
partly elucidated by experimental as well as theoretical m
including microwave spectroscopy (1–5), electron diffraction
6), vibrational spectroscopy (7), and quantum chemical ca
ulations (6, 8–22). For a threefold rotational potential a
hree rotor groups, 33 5 27, distinct conformations can
ifferentiated, which because of symmetry reduce to 10
ig. 1), namely, six forms with ananti ( A) arrangement of th

OH groups and four with agauche(G) arrangement. It i
well-known that in 1,2-disubstituted ethanes theG forms are
mostly more stable than theA forms1 because thegaucheeffect
(23) is of importance for a molecule with electronega
substituents. In the case of ethylene glycol, there is in add
the possibility of intramolecular H bonding, which may add
the stability of aG conformer. Of the 10 forms shown in F

, only theg9Ga and theg9Gg forms can establish intram
lecular hydrogen bonds, and in the gas phase these two
formers are expected to be energetically favored.

1 We denote rotomers by capital lettersA or G with regard to rotation at th
CC bond and by lowercase lettersa or g with regard to rotation at the C
bonds where clockwise/counterclockwise rotation is indicated by a pos
negative dihedral angle and the symbolsg/g9. The rotational directions a
determined by looking along the CC and the CO axes from the first t
second atom.
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Indeed, the microwave spectra of only two conformers
been identified so far (1–5). In Ref. (1), the microwave spectru
of theg9Ga conformer of the bideuterated DOCH2CH2OD isoto-
pomer could be assigned and analyzed, while in Ref. (2), for the
same conformer, the microwave spectrum of the asymmetr
substituted monodeuterated isotopomer DOCH2CH2OH was ob
served. The first spectrum of theg9Gg conformer was recorde
later (3) for the asymmetrically substituted bideuterated is
pomer HOCH2CD2OH. However, the microwave spectrum of
normal species (4) remained unassigned for a long time. It w
only in 1995 (5) that the first transitions of theg9Ga conforme
were identified. In this species a large-amplitude coupled rot
of the two hydroxyl groups heavily perturbs the spectrum
leads to a 7-GHz tunneling splitting. The energy-level patte
significantly altered from that of a rigid rotor and the assignm
would not have been possible without two very selective
powerful techniques: molecular bean Fourier transform m
wave spectroscopy (MBFTMW) and microwave–microw
double-resonance spectroscopy (MWMWDR). The former
nique allows for the identification of transitions with lowJ values
(due to rotational temperatures in the range of a few kelvins
the latter only records a signal in the case that two freque
simultaneously fit into a three-level system (two transitions s
a common level). In order to account for the perturbations d
the tunneling process, a theoretical model was formulated,
on the internal axis method (IAM) developed for multidim
sional tunneling (24, 25). This method allowed for a satisfacto
reproduction of the observed frequencies of both the norma
bideuteratedO–d2 species of theg9Ga conformer (5).
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186 CHRISTEN ET AL.
Thus the analytical model was available to start the se
for the energetically less favorable (3) hydrogen-bonded co
former g9Gg and to describe its rotational behavior. For
purpose, a two-pronged strategy was followed by combi
MW measurements with quantum chemical calculations
the basis of these investigations, we are able to prese
microwave spectrum of the normal species of theg9Gg con-
former, to discuss its relative stability, and to predict its m
likely conversion modes on the conformational energy su
(CES). Last, we will show that results of the analysis of
microwave spectrum and of theab initio calculations lead t
the same description of the conformational behavior of e
ene glycol.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Both density functional theory (DFT) (26, 27) and second
rder Møller–Plesset (MP2) theory (28) were used to describ

he rotational behavior ofG-ethylene glycol. Preliminary g
metry optimizations and vibrational frequency calculat

FIG. 1. The 10 possibleA andG conformations of ethylene glycol show
in form of Newman projections. The main differences between these con
ers lay in their HOCO and OCCO dihedral angles.
Copyright © 2001 by
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were performed with the B3LYP exchange-correlation hy
functional (29) employing Poples 6-31G(d, p) basis set (30).
However, DFT is known to describe H bonding in a satis
tory way provided the basis set has at least TZP quality31).
Also, in recent work (32) it was found that even B3LYP/

111G(d, p) may lead to an unreasonable description o
onding, which was confirmed in the present work. There
3LYP geometries were used as starting geometries fo
ore reliable MP2/6-311G(d, p) geometry optimizations an

vibrational frequency calculations.
The convergence criteria of the geometry optimization w

set to 1025 atomic units for the rms error of the calculated a
displacements and the rms error of the calculated force
erted on the atoms. In this way, calculated distances and a
can be expected to be numerically accurate to 1024 Å and 0.01
degree.

Calculated vibrational modes were investigated using
adiabatic internal mode (AIM) analysis of Refs. (33, 34). This

pproach is based on a decomposition of normal mod
erms of adiabatically relaxed internal parameter modes
re not contaminated by any other mode of the molecule
as been shown previously (35), the adiabatic mode analysis
uperior to the potential energy distribution (PED) analysis
rovides reliable internal frequencies and internal force
tants that can directly be assigned to the internal parame
molecule (36). In this work, the adiabatic modes will be us

o describe H bonding and to rationalize the preferred
ional mode ofG-ethylene glycol.

For all molecules considered, zero point energy (ZPE),
al corrections, and entropiesS were determined to evalua

elative enthalpiesDH(298) and relative free enthalpie
Gibbs energies)DG(298) at 298 K.Calculations were carrie
ut with the ab initio packages COLOGNE99 (37) and
AUSSIAN98 (38).

3. ASSIGNMENT OF THE SPECTRUM

As the experimental setup for the MWMWDR experim
and for the MBFTMW pulsed spectrometer used for
present measurements are the same as those used in o
vious paper (5), the reader is referred to that paper fo
detailed description of these spectrometers.

The g9Gg conformer was already identified in two asy
metrically substituted ethylene glycol isotopomers (3), thus the

uestion for the normal species was not whether, but ho
nd this conformer.
The first step in the search for this second conformer w

east-squares refinement of the structure based onab initio calcu-
ations. Starting from theab initio model, seven parameters w
tted to rotational constants of theg9Ga conformer from th
ormal to the bideuterated species (1–3), the molecules bein
OCH2CH2OH, DOCH2CH2OH, HOCH2CH2OD, HOCH2-

CD2OH, HOCH2CD2OH, and DOCH2CH2OD, where for non-

-
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187g9Gg CONFORMER OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL
equivalent hydroxyl groups the one in bold script partakes i
hydrogen bond.

The following parameters were allowed to vary: two
bond lengths, one CCO bond angle, the OCCO dihedral a
and two CCOH dihedral angles, as well as one COH b
angle. The mean deviation of the rotational constants for
model of theg9Ga conformer was less than 6 MHz.

These refined values of the structural parameters wer
ported to theg9Gg conformer maintaining the calculated (ab
initio) differences between the two conformers. The resu
model was tested by comparison of the predicted rotat
constants with those of the two asymmetrically substit
isotopomers that had already been identified (3). Based on
these deviations, a set of rotational constants were fi
predicted for the normal species of theg9Gg conformer. The
structural parameters for the two conformers are show
Table 1 and the predicted rotational constants for theg9Gg
conformer are shown in Table 2. The atom numbering us
identify the structural parameters in Table 1 is defined in
2 for both theg9Ga and theg9Gg conformers.

However, even with a presumably good model, the ex
mental part of this investigation still posed problems.
spectrum is very crowded in all regions and since even
search for characteristic transitions of the energetically fav
conformer (g9Ga) failed to yield an assignment, albeit un
different circumstances and with a weaker model, an ana

Structural Parameters for the g*Ga a

a In this column the structural parameters are gi
Å and degree units. The atom numbering is define

b Values obtained for the structural parameters
c In this column, values obtained for some of th

rotational constants are given. A blank entry mean
d The values for the structural parameters of

maintaining their difference with the calculated (ab in
Copyright © 2001 by
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of the stark spectrum in order to identify transitions belon
to theg9Gg conformer did not seem very promising.

Use of the double-resonance technique had proven
invaluable by the search for and assignment of transi

g*Gg Conformers of Ethylene Glycol

. Bond distances and bond angles are respectively given in
n Fig. 2.
ugh theab initio calculations are reported in this column.
tructural parameters of theg9Ga conformer by fitting the
hat the corresponding parameter was not varied.
Gg conformer listed in this column were obtained
values equal to those for theg9Ga conformer.

TABLE 2
Rotational Constants for the g*Ga and g*Gg Conformers

of Ethylene Glycol

a All rotational constants are given in MHz.
b For theg9Ga form, from the analysis reported in Ref. (5).
c Calculated for theg9Ga form from the structural parameters reporte

in Table 1 in the columns headed ‘Fit.’
d Calculated for theg9Gg form from the structural parameters reporte

in Table 1 in the columns headed ‘Model.’
e Calculated for theg9Gg form from the structural parameters reporte

in Table 1 in the columns headed ‘Model’ and corrected after comparis
with HOCH2CD2OH andHOCH2CD2OH (see text).
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188 CHRISTEN ET AL.
belonging to theg9Ga conformer, but the trouble with th
present DR setup is the very low radiation density and,
result of this, a double-resonance cross-sectional depth o
a few megahertz at the absolute powers applied for the p
ing radiation (;1 W). Thus DR is of great benefit with like
candidates for a DR search but extremely time consumin
this cross-sectional depth) without such candidates, whic
MBFTMW as the last one out.

It would not be practical to suggest the use of a supers
molecular beam technique for the search for an energet
unfavoredconformer (3), except that this matter really depen
on the shape of the potential hypersurface (39). If the mole-
cules in the molecular beam are basically adiabatically co
to rotational temperatures of a few kelvins, some molec
will end up in the ground state of the energetically unfavo
conformer and will then be available for the FTMW exp
ment. If the cooling is basically diabatic, however, or
barrier between the two conformers rather low, all molec
will probably end up in the ground state of the energetic
favored conformer.

We decided to take the chance using MBFTMW spec
copy and asked A. Hight Walker and R. D. Suenram, Mo
ular Physics Division, NIST, who had taken part in the inv
tigation of theg9Ga conformer of ethylene glycol (5), to help
out. In Ref. (4) it was explained for theg9Ga conformer that a
interchange of the two hydroxyl groups conserves the sig
theb component of the dipole moment, whereas it change
sign of itsa andc components. This is also true for theg9Gg
conformer. If we assign the quantum numberv 5 0 or v 5 1,
respectively, to the lower and upper sublevels arising from
tunneling through the concerted torsion barrier, the most e
recognizable part of the spectrum will be the (perhaps slig
distorted)Dv 5 0 rigid-rotor b-type spectrum, probably co
sisting of narrow doublets (v 5 0 or v 5 1 sublevels), wherea
theDv 5 1 a- andc-type transitions will be split by an at fir
unknown amount, depending on the shape of the barrier
MBFTMW search was therefore initiated in order to iden

FIG. 2. The two conformersg9Gg andg9Ga of ethylene glycol which a
In addition to the atom numbering, some of the bond distances obtain
calculated at the MP2/6-311G(d, p) level of theory is given in Table 1.
Copyright © 2001 by
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low J b-type transitions in the 10–20 GHz region, guided
model calculations with the predicted rotational constants

A first look at the MBFTMW spectrum in the 10.4–12
GHz region did not seem to provide much ground for o
mism. The spectrum shows three doublets that all belong
g9Ga conformer: 202 4 111 (v 5 1 at 10 534.513,v 5 0 at
0 551.877 MHz), 110 4 101 (v 5 0 at 10 747.533,v 5 1 at

10 754.257 MHz), and 2114 202 (v 5 0 at 11 785.804,v 5 1
at 11 810.300 MHz). Digital erasure of the strongest lines
subsequent amplification of the rest spectrum did, how
reveal the presence of weak lines that definitely did not be
to theg9Ga spectrum. One should be aware, of course, tha
sensitivity of the method at this scale of amplification allo
for the detection of lines belonging to the13C isotopomers o
the g9Ga conformer, but a couple of weak transitions see
o correspond very well with the predictedb-type spectrum o
the g9Gg conformer: the 110 4 101 transition, predicted a
10 598 MHz and observed at 10 618.526 and 10 619.115 M
the 2114 202 transition, predicted at 11 608 MHz and obser
at 11 628.931 and 11 629.509 MHz; and the 1114 000 transi-
ion, predicted at 19 788 MHz and observed at 19 809.432
9 811.497 MHz. Using these three transitions in a rigid-r
t refined the rotational constants of the model and allowe
more precise prediction of the 312 4 303 transition. It was

predicted at 13 260.0 MHz and observed at 13 261.040
13 263.449 MHz. With these four sets of lines, a sound b
for a double-resonance search had been established. As
analysis of theg9Ga spectrum, the search for DR signals
first concentrated onb-type transitions, pumping the alrea
identified (MBFTMW) transitions. Table 3 gives the pump
probe transitions of the initial DR search.

Eventually the search was extended to covera- andc-type
transitions, at first pumping already identifiedb-type transi
tions. So far 180 transitions with a maximumJ of 7 have bee
assigned. The frequencies are listed in Table 4 and the res
spectroscopic parameters are listed in Table 5. The e
level diagram for 0# J # 3 with measured pump and sig

connected by the large-amplitude coupled torsion of the OH groups are
byinitio calculations are also given. The complete set of internal coordi
re
edab
Academic Press
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189g9Gg CONFORMER OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL
lines are drawn in Fig. 3. The rotational constants (inclu
centrifugal distortion) do not deviate markedly from those
the g9Ga conformer, but the tunneling splitting is only 1
GHz compared to 7 GHz in theg9Ga conformer. Thus eithe
the barrier height in theg9Gg conformer may be considerab
higher than the one in theg9Ga conformer or the tunnelin
path may be “longer,” i.e., the barrier is wider. The result
Section 6 seem to confirm this latter hypothesis.

4. THE CONFORMATIONAL ENERGY SURFACE

In the present investigation, the torsional anglesj1 5
/H8O6C0C1 andj2 5 /H9O7C1C0 will be used to characteriz
the different conformations of ethylene glycol. They di
from those used in the previous paper (5) by a 180° additiv
factor. Figures 4 and 5 give a schematic representation of
of the periodic conformational energy surface (CES) spa
by the anglesj1 and j2. The g9Gg conformer which will be
labeled1 is close to the point (j1, j2) 5 (260, 60) and ca
rotate into thegGg9 conformer, labeled2, by a concerte
disrotatory motion of the two OH groups as indicated by
dashed line in Fig. 4. However, this would imply a high-ene
process since theaGa form has to be passed, which becaus
lone pair–lone pair repulsion possesses a relatively high
ergy. For the same reason, the concerted conrotatory inte
version betweengGg and g9Gg9 forms (see Fig. 4) is als
unlikely. G-ethylene glycol can avoid the concerted paths
nonconcerted flip-flop rotation, in which first one of the

Results of the Microwave–Microwave Double
Resonance Experiment

a The assignment of the transition is given in this column in terms
ibrational quantum number, identical for the upper and lower levels, a
erms of rotational quantum numbers.

b Frequencies are given in MHz.
Copyright © 2001 by
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groups rotates from ag to ag9 position and, then, the other O
group follows by a rotation from theg9 to theg conformation
By the sequence of OH rotations, two paths are defined o
CES: PathA corresponding to a (0, 240)–(240, 0) flip-fl
process from conformation1 to conformation2 in which the
second OH group, the position of which is characterized bj2,
rotates first. PathB represents a shorter (120, 0)–(0, 1
op-flip rotation from1 to 2 (lower left corner of Fig. 4), i

which the sequence of OH rotations is changed.
Both paths lead to transient forms. PathA goes through th

g9Gg9 form; pathB through thegGg (see Figs. 4 and 5,
which intramolecular H bonding is no longer possible
which therefore should be higher in energy than any of
H-bonded conformations).A priori, it is difficult to see whethe
H,H repulsion as in theg9Gg9 form or lone pair–lone pa
repulsion as in thegGg form are more destabilizing. A pr
diction based on the least-motion principle would suggest
B to be more likely, in particular since the effective barrier
H tunneling should be smaller for this path. Hence, it is ano
goal of this work to clarify whether pathA or path B is
preferred for the interconversion betweeng9Gg conformers.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRUM AND TUNNELING
PATHS

As pointed out in the introduction, theg9Ga and g9Gg
conformers of glycol both display a large-amplitude mo
which significantly alters their rotational energy levels
prevents the use of a Watson-type Hamiltonian to calc
their spectra. For this reason a theoretical model was deve
in the previous investigation (5). In the present investigatio
there is no need to reformulate a theoretical model becau
g9Gg and g9Ga conformers display the same kind of lar
amplitude motion which, as described in the previous sect
corresponds to rotations of the two hydroxyl groups w
respect to the CO bonds. More precisely, from the poin
view of symmetry, both conformers are equivalent. When
g9Gg conformer tunnels along one of the tunneling p
described previously, the symmetry relations obeyed by
reference position of the atoms are the same as in the c
the g9Ga conformer and this means that Eq. [2] of Ref. (5) is
also valid in the present case. For that reason, the results
in Section 4.C of Ref. (5) can be readily used in this inves
gation and the reader is referred to that paper for fu
information.

The assigned transitions of theg9Gg conformer wer
included in a least-squares fit procedure where transi
were given a weight equal to the square of the invers
their experimental uncertainty. The parameters of
[8]–[10] and [14] of Ref. (5) were fitted to the experiment
frequencies. Table 4 lists the assignment, the observe
quency, and the observed minus calculated differenc
each transition.

Table 5 gives the values of the spectroscopic param

a
in
Academic Press



TABLE 4

Assignments, Frequencies, and Observed Minus Calculated Differences in the Microwave

Spectrum of the g*Gg Conformer of Glycol

a Obs is the observed frequency in MHz. The uncertainty is given in parentheses in kHz.
b Diff is the observed minus calculated frequency in kHz corresponding to the constants in Table 5.
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191g9Gg CONFORMER OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL
obtained in the analysis as well as their uncertainty. T
parameters include the rotational and first-order distortion
stants corresponding to a Watson-type rotational Hamilto

TABLE 5
Molecular Parametersa for the g*Gg Conformer of Ethylene Glycol

a All parameters are in MHz, exceptu2 andf2, which are in degrees. Numbe
n parentheses are one standard deviation in the same units as the last di
Copyright © 2001 by
se
n-
n

written in theS reduction. TheI l representation was used in
present analysis as in the previous one (5). The other param
eters are relevant to the large-amplitude motion. The para

FIG. 3. Energy levels of theJ # 3 levels in theg9Gg conformer o
ethylene glycol with measured MWMWDR transitions. Rotational levels
indicated by thin horizontal lines and are labeled withJ, Ka, andKc. The left
tack corresponds tov 5 0 tunneling sublevels; the right stack correspond

v 5 1 tunneling sublevels. Thick (thin) arrows indicate the pump (sig
transitions considered in the double-resonance experiment.
Academic Press
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192 CHRISTEN ET AL.
h2v is such that 23 h2v is the tunneling splitting forJ 5 0.
he parametersh2k andh2j account for distortion effects on t

tunneling splitting. Finally, the anglesu2 andf2 describe th
rotational dependence of the tunneling splitting and are
that the Eulerian-type rotation,

S21~f2 1 p, u2, f2!, [1]

s the rotation through which the whole molecule mus
otated in order to cancel the angular momentum gene
long the tunneling path (5, 24, 25). The present analys
oes not allow us to carry out a unique determination o
nglef2 since, as can be gathered from Eqs. [8] and [9
ef. (5), making the substitutionf23 p 2 f2 does not alte

the energy levels but merely changes a phase factor i
Hamiltonian matrix. The values of the anglesu2 andf2 will
nonetheless help us to discriminate between pathA and path

and this will be discussed in the following section.

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the conformational energy surface (CE
or selected points the conformations investigated are shown. Two conce
ip-flop rotation of theg9Gg conformer, labeled1, to thegGg9 conformer,
Copyright © 2001 by
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6. THE ROLE OF H BONDING AND TUNNELING FOR
THE CONFORMATIONAL BEHAVIOR

The results of theab initio calculations at the MP2/
311G(d, p) level are summarized in Table 6 (relative ener
and enthalpies) and in Table 7 and Fig. 6 (MP2 geome
and used in the following to investigate the CES of glycol
to obtain information on the tunneling path the molecule t
when it interconverts from one conformer to the other u
either pathA or pathB as schematically shown in Fig. 4.

In the ab initio calculations, seven stationary points w
determined and the 24 internal coordinates of the mole
were calculated. Three of these stationary points are true
ima (Table 6) corresponding to theg9Ga(aGg9),
g9Gg( gGg9), andgGg conformers. The four other stationa
points are first-order or second-order saddle points as
mented by the number of imaginary frequencies. One of
is the g9Gg9 conformation located on pathA; the two othe
ones will be labeledTS1 and TS2, while the second-ord
transition state is denoted asTS3.Figure 5 illustrates qualita
tively these results where an arbitrary CES contour plo

spanned by the rotational anglesj1 andj2. A grid of (j1, j2) points is given wher
d paths (conrotatory and disrotatory) are indicated by dashed lines. Thenonconcerte
eled2, can proceed either via pathA (long path) or via pathB (short path).
S)
rte

lab
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193g9Gg CONFORMER OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL
shown along with the calculated stationary points and
tunneling paths described in the previous sections.

The calculated energies, enthalpies, and free enthalpi

FIG. 5. An arbitrary conformational energy surface (CES), plotted again
two angular coordinatesj1 andj2, illustrates the results of theab initio calcula-
tions. The true minima of the CES are indicated by full squares while full c
correspond to saddle points. Relative energies of these points are listed with
to the E1 ZPE values in Table 6. The solid line connecting conformers1 and2
represents tunneling pathA. The dotted line, also connecting conformers1 and2,
illustrates the hypothetical tunneling pathB. Compare with Fig. 4.

TABLE 6
MP2/6-311G(d, p) Energies and Enthalpies of Some Ethylene

Glycol Forms with a G Conformationa

a Relative energiesDE, relative enthalpiesDH(298), Zero Point Energies (ZPE
relative free enthalpiesDG(298) in kcal/mol, and entropiesSin cal/(molz Kelvin).
For the reference formg9Gaabsolute energy and enthalpy are given in hartree5
627.52 kcal/mol). NI denotes the number of imaginary frequencies.
Copyright © 2001 by
e

all

identify theg9Ga conformer to be more stable than theg9Gg
onformer (DE 5 0.09kcal/mol, Table 6), in line with resul
ublished by Teppen and co-workers obtained with a sim
pproach (17). However, contrary to these authors, we de
ined also the zero-point energy difference between theg9Gg
ndg9Ga to beDZPE5 0.23 kcal/mol at the MP2/6-311G(d,
) level of theory. The sum energy difference plus zero-p
nergy difference is equal to 0.32 kcal/mol and is in exce
greement with the experimental value of 0.336 0.1 kcal/mo
easured by Kristiansenet al. (3). These authors speak in th
ublication of an internal energy difference based on a c
arison of MW intensities. We note that experiments w
arried out under Boltzmannian equilibrium conditions a
herefore, any intensity measurement can only give info
ion on the population of the two conformers and by this on
otal energy difference which is the sum of the difference (DE)
etween the two points of the PES corresponding to theg9Gg

e

s
ard

MP2/6-311G(d, p) Geometries of Several Stationary
Pointsa Investigated in this Work

a ThegGgform corresponds to a true minimum. TheTS1, TS2, TS3,
and g9Gg9 forms are first order or second order saddle points, as
indicated in Table 6.

b In this column structural parameters are given. Bond distances
and bond angles are respectively given in Å and degree units. The
atom numbering is defined in Fig. 2.
Acade
mic Press
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194 CHRISTEN ET AL.
and g9Ga plus the difference in zero-point energy (DZPE)
between the two conformers.

Even though there is good agreement between observe
calculated total energy difference, in view of the smallnes
the energy differenceDE compared to the zero-point ene
difference DZPE, we cannot exclude thatg9Gg and g9Ga
actually possess the same energy. In this connection
interesting to note that all previous quantum chemical wor
ethylene glycol (6, 8–22) failed to calculate stability diffe
ences of its conformers at a consistent, sufficiently high
of ab initio theory such as that carried out in this w
(geometries, energies, vibrational frequencies, enthalpie
tropies, free enthalpies all at the MP2/6-311G(d, p) level), not
to speak of the fact that rotational TSs of the molecule w
never calculated before. So far, the present investigation c
considered to represent the most reliableab initio investigation
on ethylene glycol ever published.

The two conformers are separated by a rotational ba
of 1.47 kcal/mol (1.38 kcal/mol for the reverse rotati
activation enthalpies: 0.81 and 0.64 kcal/mol, Table
defined by the energy ofTS2,which is located at (j1, j2) 5
(250.4, 124), thus indicating that during the rotation of
O7H9 group the position of O6H8 group is only slightly
adjusted. Conversion of theg9Ga conformer into the equiv

lentaGg9 conformer requires an increase in the energ
.72 kcal/mol to surmount the barrier located at (277.4,
77.4); activation enthalpy: 0.95 kcal/mol, Table 6,
opulated by ag9Gg9 form. Hence, the interconversion13

FIG. 6. Ab initio MP2/6-311G(d, p) geometries for the conformations
ethylene glycol investigated in this work. Distances are in Å. Nonbo
interactions between the OH groups are indicated by dashed lines. Con
tions gGg, TS3,andg9Gg9 have a twofold axis of symmetry.
Copyright © 2001 by
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along pathA passes three saddle pointsTS2, g9Gg9, and
S2,where theg9Gg9 barrier is slightly higher than theTS2
arriers as can be gathered from Table 6.
Rotation along pathB leads from1 to TS1 (3.33 kcal
ol), then to a local minimum occupied by agGg form

3.18 kcal/mol) and via anotherTS1 to 2 (see Fig. 5). Th
ata listed in Table 6 reveal that after ZPE corrections
Gg minimum transforms into a transition state, which i
.91 kcal/mol (DH(298) 5 3.04; DG(298) 5 3.09 kcal/
ol) and by this more than twice as large as the barri
S2.Hence,ab initio theory clearly predicts pathB to be
nergetically unfavorable.
The OH group donating an H atom in the H bond, which

e henceforth denotedD group, has to be distinguished fro
he H-accepting OH group, denoted henceforthAC group.
onsidering the difference in free enthalpy values of the

or pathA and pathB, more than 90% of the ethylene glyc
olecules tunnel from theg9Gg conformer to reach thegGg9

onformer, which implies an initial rotation of theAC group
7H9 (Fig. 4). This is a direct consequence of the fact tha

D group O6H8 prefers to keep its position as long as poss
Investigation of the electron density distribution and

associated Laplace concentration of the lone pairs at thAC
group O atom shows that in theg9Ga andg9Gg conformers th
D group orients its H atom exactly in the direction of one of
electron lone pairs at theAC group. The distance between
H of theD group and the O of theAC group is just 2.26 Å (Fig
2), which as a consequence of two vicinal OH groups is s
0.2 Å smaller than observed for intermolecular H-bond
(40).

Calculation of the adiabatic OH stretching and CCOOH
orsional force constants and frequencies (these are rela
he OH bond strength and the magnitude of the barrie
otation at CCOOH) reveals that there are characteristic
erences betweenD andAC groups as emphasized by Table
he OH bond of theD group is weakened and that of theAC
roup strengthened relative to suitable reference OH gr
ithout any possibility of H bonding as for example in thegGg

orm. Similarly, rotation is much easier for theAC group than
or the D group as is indicated by the adiabatic torsio
requencies of 488 and 259 cm21 of D andAC groups, respec-
ively, in the g9Ga conformer. The differences betweenD
group andAC group decrease when the molecule is rot
from theg9Ga into theg9Gg form (Table 8), indicating tha
although H bonding still exists in the latter form it is weake
because of geometrical limitations.

If one considers that the lone-pair region at an O a
may stretch over 120 –150° on the backside of the COOOH
unit, then it will be easy to understand that relatively sm
adjustments in theD group position can keep H bondi
ntact during a 120 –150° rotation of theAC group, while on
he other hand just a 10° rotation of theD group weakens th

bond significantly due to a relatively strong increase
he H(D group)OO(AC group) distance. This is the reas

d
a-
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195g9Gg CONFORMER OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL
the molecule prefers the longer pathA as shown in Fig.
where tunneling is first almost parallel to thej2 axis. There
is also no possibility for the molecule of following t
conrotatory path fromg9Gg9 via TS3and by this changin
rom pathA to pathB. TS3is a second-order transition st
f relatively high energy (6 kcal/mol, Table 6), which
olecule will not pass.
The unfeasibility of pathB (dashed line in Fig. 5) is co

rmed when the anglesu2 and f2, reported in Table 5, a
calculated theoretically starting from the above tunneling p
and compared to the values obtained in the analysis. A si
calculation was carried out in Section 5 of Ref. (5) and require
a path parameterization of chosen internal coordinates o
molecule along the path in terms of the path coordinateh equa
o 21 at conformer1 and to11 at conformer2 (see Ref. (24)).
n this investigation all 24 internal coordinates of the mole
ere expressed in terms ofh. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 whe

the torsional anglesj1 andj2 are plotted as a function ofh for
oth pathA and pathB. Theoretically calculated values for t

angles u2 and f2 are given in Table 9,where the value
obtained in the analysis are also listed. Even though the
of f2 could not be unambiguously determined (see Sectio
there is satisfactory agreement for pathA but not for pathB.
This further confirms that the feasible path displayed by
g9Gg is indeed pathA.

Calculated Adiabatic Internal Mode Frequencies and Force
onstants of Donor and Acceptor OH Groups for Some Selected
thylene Glycol Conformersa

a Frequencies and force constants calculated at MP2/6-311G(d, p). D and
AC denote donor and acceptor OH groups;D OH stretch (AC OH stretch
efers to the stretching motion of the donor (acceptor);D torsion (AC torsion)
o the torsional motion of the donor (acceptor);D stretch andD torsion to the
ifference between acceptor and donor with regard to the quantity indi

b Frequencies are given in cm21.
c Force constants are given in N/cm for stretching modes and in 10216 N z

cm/rad2 for torsional modes.
Copyright © 2001 by
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7. CONCLUSIONS

With the use of MBFTMW and MWMWDR techniques
was possible to assign and to analyze rotation–torsion fre
cies of theg9Gg conformer of ethylene glycol. Furthermore
was possible to combine the experimental data withab initio
calculations to yield unequivocal evidence for the tunne
path of theg9Gg as well as for theg9Ga conformers leadin
to their symmetrically equivalent counterparts (gGg9 and
aGg9, respectively). Thus, for the first time, a more glo

d.

FIG. 7. The anglesj1 andj2 are plotted as a function of the unitless p
coordinateh for pathA andB. Conformers1 and2 are given byh 5 21 and
h 5 11, respectively. Solid lines correspond to pathA; dashed lines corr
spond to pathB. The fact that for pathA both OH groups are rotated by a lar
amount than for pathB is obvious.

TABLE 9
Numerical Values for the Angles u2

and f2

a In this column, the lettersA andB are used to
identify the path. ‘Analysis’ indicates that the
values given are those, reported in Table 5, ob-
tained from the analysis of the microwave data.
Academic Press
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view of the potential energy surface of ethylene glycol
evolved.
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